List of grants and fellowships for early and senior researchers

APRIL 2024

Click on the programme name to get more information. Some websites may be available in Polish

- **Germany** - Bayer Foundation Fellowships for students and PhD candidates
  **Deadline:** 8 April 2024

- **National Geographic Society grants and projects** supporting Society’s activities
  **Deadline:** 11 April 2024

- **Central and Eastern Europe** – Visegrad Scholarship Program for students and researchers to study at a university/institute in another Visegrad country or in: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Kosovo, Moldova, Montenegro, Northern Macedonia, Serbia and Ukraine.
  **Deadline:** 15 April

- **L’Oréal-UNESCO for Women & Science** – Polish scholarships, for female scientists in life sciences
  **Deadline:** 23 April 2024

- **Scotland (Edinburgh)** - IASH Postdoctoral Fellowships in the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
  **Deadline:** 26 April 2024

- **Germany** – DAAD short-term Research grants for PhD candidates and post-docs
  **Deadline:** 30 April 2024

- **Slovakia** - National Scholarship Programme for students, scientists, academic teachers in any discipline
  **Deadline:** 30 April

- **Europe** – ERCIM / Alain Bensoussan Fellowship Programme – for post docs
  **Deadline:** 30 April

- **France** – BGF doctorate cotutelle/codirection – Polish-French doctoral programme
  **Deadline:** 8 May 2024

- **Italy (Ispra)** – free-of-charge access to Joint Research Centre Hopkinson Bar of the European Laboratory of Structural Assessment - ELSA and ELSA Reaction Wall
  **Deadline:** 14 May 2024

- **Europe** – Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences (PAU) scholarships for archeologists, historians, art historians, classicists, and historians of philosophy
  **Deadline:** 15 May 2024

- **Prof. T. Kotarbiński Award** for an outstanding piece of work in the field of humanities
  **Deadline:** 17 May 2024

- **USA** - Fulbright STEM Impact Award for post-docs of Polish origin, for 2-6-week research projects/teaching and commercialization of science and research grant preparation
  **Deadline:** 20 May 2024

- **Italy (Ispra)** – free-of-charge access to the Joint Research Centre Nanobiotechnology Lab and a series of training for young scientists
  **Deadline:** 21 May 2024

The monthly newsletters with grants and fellowships are available at [www.euraxess.pl](http://www.euraxess.pl) in JOBS & FUNDING section
• **Any country** – **Bekker NAWA fellowship** for PhD candidates and researchers based in Poland in any research discipline, for 3-24-month research stays abroad  
  **Deadline:** 31 May 2024

• **USA - Fulbright Senior Award** for senior researchers of Polish origin based in Poland  
  **Deadline:** 5 June 2024

• **Poland** – **Scientific Awards of Polityka magazine** for young scientists  
  **Deadline:** 12 June 2024

• **Poland - National Science Centre calls:** **OPUS** for researchers at any career stage; **PRELUDIUM** for doctoral candidates  
  **Deadline:** 17 June 2024

• **Ireland** – **Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND fellowships** at the Science Foundation Ireland Research Centre for Software  
  **Deadline:** 19 June 2024

• **Visegrad countries** (Czechia, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia) – **Visegrad Fellowship Program** for short-term stays of researchers, lecturers from V4 countries and Ukraine  
  **Deadline:** open continuously till 30 June 2024

• **Research scholarships of Nutricia Foundation** in the field of human nutrition  
  **Deadline:** 30 June 2024

• **National Science Centre** - **MINIATURA call** – for preliminary studies, research visit, consultations, archive search etc. related to a research proposal to be submitted in a national or international programme  
  **Deadline:** 31 July 2024

• **USA - Fulbright Junior Research Award 2025-26** for doctoral candidates of Polish origin  
  **Deadline:** 6 September 2024

• **Any country** – **NAWA Preludium Bis** grant for doctoral internships abroad for beneficiaries of the NCN Preludium Bis 1, Bis 2 and Bis 3 grants  
  **Application on rolling basis till 10 December 2024, 2025 and 2026 respectively**

• **The Netherlands/Italy** – open access to facilities of the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre; areas: nuclear safety and security, chemistry, biosciences/life sciences, physical sciences, ICT, Foresight  
  **Deadline:** non-stop

• **EMBO member countries** - **Scientific Exchange Grants** for PhD students and post-docs;  
  **Deadline:** rolling basis

• **Brazil (São Paulo)** – **Visiting Researcher Award** for post-docs;  
  **Deadline:** applications on rolling basis

• **Germany** – **Humboldt Research Fellowship** for postdoctoral researchers of any nationality in any research field  
  **Deadline:** all year but selection takes place in March, July and November

• **Turkey** – **Alsir** fellowships in various medical trainings for 6, 12 or 24 months  
  **Deadline:** all year

The monthly newsletters with grants and fellowships are available at **www.euraxess.pl** in **JOBS & FUNDING section**
• **Turkey** – Tubitak [International Fellowship For Outstanding Researchers Program](#) and [International Fellowship for Early Stage Researchers Programme](#)  
  **Deadline: all year**

• **Germany** – Gerda Henkel Foundation general research grants for doctoral candidates in the field of historical sciences  
  **Deadline: all year**

---

**Fellowship programmes to Poland:**

• **Polonista NAWA** – for research or education stays in Poland of foreign students and scientists who study Polish language and culture  
  **Deadline: 26 April 2024**

• **Zawacka NAWA scholarship programme** for students and scientists from the given countries  
  **Deadlines** depend on specific country’s regulations; **NAWA deadline is April 30**

• **Ulam NAWA** – scholarships for foreign post-docs of any nationality and research discipline  
  **Deadline: 15 May 2024**

• Polish component of the Bekker NAWA programme, financing a 6-month return to Poland after a stay outside Poland of Bekker fellows (2019 and 2020 editions).  
  **Deadline: 1 July 2024 – for 2020 edition**

---

**Even more funding offers are available at** [Search for funding | EURAXESS](#) (europa.eu)